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1ABSTRACT

Calculations are performed to determine the monopulse char-

acteristics, the signal-to-noise ratio, efficiency, and the

transmit-receive pattern of an optical heterodyne detector

composed of four quadrants. The variation of these quantities

for a varying receive beam size on the detector, and a uniform

LO, and Gaussian and Airy LO distributions of varying size are

tabulated.

The calculations are applied to determine the possibility

of increasing the angular coverage of an optical heterodyne

receiver.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Angle error signals can be obtained from a heterodyne

detector which is broken up into four segments as depicted in

Figure 1. If the local oscillator (LO) signal is symmetric on

the detector and the received signal is centered on the detector,

then there is an equal response from each quad element. As the

target moves in angle, the receive beam moves on the detector and

the output of each quad element changes. These signals can be

used in an amplitude comparison monopulse system to obtain infor-

mation about the angle of the target.

The monopulse error curves in a heterodyne detector system

are a function of both the LO and received field distribution on

the quad detector. These distributions are intimately involved

with the consideration of the signal-to-noise, the total signal

out of the detector beamwidth, tracking error, and also have an

effect on the sidelobe performance of the system.

In this note, expressions are derived and evaluated which

allow onL to determine the azimuth monopulse signal for various

elevation cuts, the signal-to-noise out, efficiency, total signal

out ane two way antenna patterns. The receive beam is considered

to be an Airy pattern of arbitrary size on the detector. This

corresponds to a uniform illumination in the input aperture and

agrees closely with reality. The LO distributions considered at

the detector are constant intensity and various size Gaussian

and Airy patterns.



This analysis allows us to pick the optimum pattern to

satisfy various criteria. The ramifications of the analysis on

a multi element detector with a wide field-of-view are considered.

Turbulence is neglected in the analysis. A discussion of

its effect on the patterns is included later.

II. ANALYSIS

A. Monopulse Pattern

Impinging on the detector which is shown in Figure 1 are the

superimposed fields of the signal, Es(r), and the local oscillator,

E (7) which are functions of the position r. The overbar indicates

a vector quantity. It is assumed that the two fields have the
same polarization so that the vector nature of the fields can be

suppressed.

The two fields nre represented in real form as

A() cos(wt + () (1)

and

iEs = s (e) cos(st+ s() 2) -4

In general, the receive beam field is a function of the

target angle, e, with respect to boresight. The differential

current induced by these fields from a small area of the detector

is proportional to the total incident power, i.e.,

2
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Fig. 1. Detector geometry.
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where

neQ/hv

n relates the powei incident on the detector to the current

-Igenerated. Z0 is the impedance of free space. Q is the number0I
of electron hole Dairs created for each quanta of energy.

The output of the detector occurs at DC and at the difference

-V SE

frequency. The DC ternm causes shot noise. The signal be~aring

term is

di A(C) As L r) dA (4)

: whe re

I

t~weres

-d'= -Ao-)A(, ) csat+ o))A (5)

0 O

and

A (i)= I (r) - * (j:) (6

The total signal current out of any quadrant, I , is found

by integrating the differential current over its surface. Assuming 7

uniform efficiency of electron-hole generation over the surface

iof the detector, one obtains,

4



= - !L f Ao (r) As (?,) cos(Awt + A(r)) dA (7)
0 a

The sum channel current, Is, is the sum of the currents in

all four channels. Trhe voltage out, Vs, is the current multiplied

by the impedance of the channel, Z, and the gain of the channel G

Vs I S GS  (8)

j whC --

: + I+ 3 + I r [f f + fIs 1 4 °  3 "41

x Ao(r) As(r,0) cos(Awt + A4(r)) dA (9)

and the electrical phase shifts have been considered to be the

same in all four channels.

The azimuth channel voltage is

VAz =I Z G (10)

j Who re -~_-

Iz= I) + 14 - I1 - I.. (11)I 'Az 1? 14 11 -

and the elevation channel voltage is

I Z G(12)

SEl El

2ZC



where

IEl = I1  + 12 I3 14 (13)

Let us discuss the phase term. If the LO and received signal

phase front are parallel, then the output phase from each differ-

ential surface element is the same. This is true even if the

detector surface is rough as long as the roughness is less than a

wavelength at the difference frequency. As the receive beam is

moved off axis, at first one might expect the two wavefronts to

become tilted with respect to each other, but actually, as shown

in the Appendix, if the limiting aperture is in the focal plane

of a lens in the receive path, then the receive beam wavefront at

the detector does not change tilt as the beam is moved off axis.

Even if this condition is not satisfied exactly, the wavefront

tilt near the optic axis for typical configurations is small and

is negligible. For these reasons, the phase difference is

considered to be constant.

With this preamble as a basis, the normalized azimuth mono-

pulse signal, AAz, which is a ratio of the voltage in the azimuth

channel to that in the sum channel can be written as

Az~ GAzIAz GAz [f, + (4 - fl - f 3 ]Ao(r)As(ro)dA.Az = -4 = -• (14)

VA GIz G- + "+ AWA(r,3)dA

I=

Iff4

I 6



And similarly, the normalized elevation monopulse signal, AEl, can

be written as

VE GEIIE GE1  + f 2 f f_4 Ao (7)As (7, 6) dA
ElEl El 'El U

AEI- N()
Vs G51 I [fL + f2 f3 + f4]c)AA ,s dA

B. Signal-to-Noise Ratio

An expression for the sum signal has been developed and is

given in Equation 9. The noise in the system will now be found.

The noise current per square root of unit bandwidth due to the

shot noise effect is given by

(2i ave) (16)n a
where e is the charge on an electron, and iav is the average

current flowing in the detector. Since the LO power is much

larger than the signal power, it predominates in determining the

average current. The average differential current, di , can

be found from Equation 3 as

Sd A A()o (17)2 Z 7 d

I The total average current can be found to be

! --av I -!

2Z

01

7 K.
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The signal-to-noise ratio is equal to the average of the sum

current squared divided by the noise current per square root of

bandwidth squared, times the bandwidth, B.

S Is ~ [fAo (7) A, (7, a) dA] 2)

2- (19)
N in-eB 2Ae dA

where the integrals are over the entire detector, and the underbar

indicates a time average.

Since the total average signal pou,.- ,,cident on the -ctor

2~ j 5 (r, e)dA (20)is _1

1 2

0

then Equation 1.9 can be rewritten as

J2

S nP [fA (7) As (7, e)dA] 2

N eB fA5 2(-,e) dA fA 0 2 ( r)dA 1(1
1go

Note that for a given LO distribution, the noise power is constant

and the expression for S/N is proportional to the receive beam

pattern.

The last term in curly brackets is called the mixing effi-

ciency and is a measure of the similarity of the LO and receive

beam field pattern. By the use of the Schwartz inequality, it

can be shown that the maximum of the expression is one and that

8
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only occurs when the local oscillator field is proportional to

the received field. As the received angle is moved off boresight,

the patterns do not match as well and the term in curly brackets

decreases. This along with the fact that less of the received

power falls on the detector produces the receive beam pattern.

The mixing efficiency will be calculated for various beam

distributions and even more importantly so will the expression

for S/N given in Equation 19. One can have a very high mixing

efficiency but a very low signal-to-noise ratio because only a

small fraction of the received power falls on the detector as

for instance, if the Airy disc of the receive beam is much

larger than the detector. This will be discussed in more detail

later.

The signal-to-noise ratio out of the detector is equal to

that at the output of the system provided that the added noise

due to the receive components is much less than the noise power

out of the detector. In theory at least, this condition can be

achieved because the noise power out of the detector can be

increased with no change in S/N by increasing the LO power.

C. Two Way Antenna Patterns

The two way pattern of the system is useful in determining

the two way loss, beamwidth, and the sidelobe levels. Since no

beam shaping (apodization) is currently employed in the system,

the sidelobe patterns are considerably higher than in a micro-

wave radar. The receive beam pattern has already been determined.

The transmit pattern will be discussed.

-9 '
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In general, the transmit and receive beamwidths can be

arbitrary. For efficiency and the convenience of using the same

transmit aperture, the two beamwidths are normally equal and it

is this case we will consider.

First let us discuss a convention about beamwidth which is

pertinent to the plots. The angular distance to the zeroes of

an Airy pattern produced by a uniform illumination of the transmit

aperture of diameter D is 2.44 A/D. The angular distance to the

3 dB points of the transmit pattern is about half this value which

is 1.22 x/D. It is this latter value which we will consider as

the beamwidth (BW). This is consistent with the accepted value

of 10 prad beamwidth for the 48 inch aperture at Firepond.

The transmit beam is generally not uniform in intensity

across the aperture. However, since the far field pattern is not

too sensitive to the exact distribution, it will be considered

constant in this analysis. The far field power pattern of a
1V

uniformly illuminated aperture is given by

2

T [2J,(7.664 0/BW)/(7.664 e/BW)] 2(22)

where e is the angle off axis and J is a Bessel function.

The dependence on range has been omitted since we are

interested in the patterns at constant range.

10



The two way pattern, PAT, can now be found by taking the

transmit field at any angle and multiplying it by the receive

pattern at that same angle

PAT T Tx S (23)

This is normalized in the plots to give unity on boresight.

III. CALCULATIONS

The various expressions involving integrals have been

calculated numerically. The integral over each quadrant was

found by breaking up the x and y coordinates into 20 segments,

calculating the value in the center of each square and then

summing up the contributions of the squares that fall upon the

detector. 
ii

A. Test Example

As a check on the accuracy of the computer program and to

illustrate in a more concrete fashion the results of the mono-

pulse calculation, a problem which can be solved exactly is

considered.

Let the LO beam be uniform over the detector and the receive M

beam be uniform in amplitude over a circle equal to the detector

size whose diameter is D and zero outside this region. As the

incoming angle of the received beam is changed, the area of

overlap between the two beams changes. Figure 2 is an illustra-

tion of the situation when the two beams are separated by a

I-JJ
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distance r. It is easy to show that the area of overlap which is

represented by the hatched area is

1 9 -1 2 2 1/2Sum =T[Dcos (r/D) -r(D r)I r < D

=0 r > D (24)

The portion of overlap which is on the left hand side of the

detector and is represented by the doubly hatched region is easily

found to be

jo. __ Left 1 cos -l(2r/D) r(D2- r < D/2

=0 r > D/2 (25)

Obviously, the overlap on the right side is

Right = Sum Left

The monopulse characteristics, therefore, is

AAZ Right - Left Sum -2 x Left; AAz = •-(26)
Sum Sum

1 - 2[D 2/2 cos (2r/D) - r(D2 - 4r2)1 /2] r < Di2

D2 cosl(r/D) - r(D2 _ r2)1/21

=1 D/2 < r < D (27)

13



This quantity has been calculated and compared to the

computer results which were calculated and the agreement was

with 3% for 25 beam positions.

Figure 3 illustrates the monopulse pattern for this case.

The monopulse error increases steadily as the receive beam is I
moved in a radial direction. When the movement is one radius,

none of the receive beam falls on the left hand side of the

detector and the normalized monopulse error is now unity. This

value persists until the receive beam falls completely off the

detector at two beam radii.

The pattern is antisymmetric with only one half of the

pattern shown. Notice that the pattern is not linear out to one

radii offset. There is no reason to feel that the pattern should

be linear.

B. Cases Considered

The receive beam is considered to be an Airy pattern at the

detector for the remaining cases. In actuality, the true pattern

deviates a little from this due to the structure holding the

secondary and the obscuration of the secondary.

The effect of a small secondary such as the 8-inch secondary

at Firepond is easily calculated by using superposition. In that

case, the field at the aperture can be considered to be due to a

uniform field over the 48-inch aperture and the negative of that

field over the 8-inch aperture. The focused spot of the 8-inch

beam is 6 times larger in diameter than the field of the 48,.inch

14
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beam. The field on the detector due to the S-inch beam is only

1/36 of the 48-inch beam. As the receive angle changes, the field

due to the 8-inch beam changes very little because it corresponds

to a larger beamwidth. Therefore, the obscuration essentially

S--Asubtracts a constant power at the detector.

The effect of the secondary on the signal-to-noise ratio on

axis has been considered for uniform and Gaussian LO distributions.

2
by Klein and Degnan. For small obscuration ratios, the results

agree with those presented here.

The secondary support structure can have a greater effect

because of its larger size. In actuality, because it obscures

so little energy, it only adds a small astigmatism term at the

detector. This is neglected.

With the above assumptions, the expression for the received

field at the detector is

As(f,0) = J1 (3 .832r/Rr)/r (28)

where

r = [(x- 0AzRr/2BW)2 + (y- 0EIRr/2BW)2]I/2  (29) =

OAz and 0El are the angular offsets of the receive signal from

boresight in the azimuth and elevation directions respectively,

and Rr is equal to the receive beam size at the detector. When
-r

16
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R equals the detector radius, the zeroes of the receive beam fall

at the detector edge.

The fields for the three LO distributions that are considered

are:

1) For the constant field case

A (7) 1 (30)

2) For the Gaussian LO case

2
A0 (7) l 1w exp[-(r/w) ] (31)

where w is proportional to the beam size.

3) For the Airy pattern LO case

0 Ao(7) Jl(3.832r/R1 )A = r (32)

r

where R is equal to the LO size on the detector and r is the

distance from the center of the detector.

The reason these fields are chosen is that they are easy to

achieve experimentally. Lasers normally put out a spatial pattern

which is Gaussian. If this field is combined with the receive

beam and then focused on the detector, the resulting LO field is

also Gaussian. In actuality, the Gaussian field is truncated by

the laser and focusing lenses; however, for lenses as large as

17



2several times the l/e point of the field distribution, the

assumption of a Gaussian distribution is a good approximation.

The Airy pattern distribution on the detector can be closely

achieved by using just the central part of the LO Gaussian beam

distribution which is fairly uniform in intensity. If this

central spot is expanded to the size of the final lens, then the

focused field of this fairly uniform intensity distribution is an

Airy pattern on the detector.

If, however, the final size of the uniform intensity distri-

bution is small compared to the size of the final focusing lens,
4

then the focused LO distribution is an Airy pattern whose size is

much larger than the detector. This is a gnod approximation of

a uniform intensity distribution on the detector.

C. Airy Pattern LO

The size of the LO Airy disc on the detector can be increased

by decreasing the spot size of the LO on the focusing lens. Since

the receive beam pattern is also Airy on the detector, one can

obtain an exact match of beam patterns if the LO and receive beam

are the same size on the final lens.

Figure 4 gives the monopulse error plots for an LO pattern

with zeroes at the edge of the detector and various size receive

beam patterns. Zeroes of the receive beam are at .5, .67, .8,

1.0, 1.3 and 2.0 times the detector size. There are several S

interesting things to be noted. First, the slope of the mono-

pulse curve is not constant and, in fact, differs by a factor of
1 8

18
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Fig. 4. Normalized monopulse pattern for Airy LO pattern whose

zeros fall at the edge of the detector and various receive beam
sizes. Receive beam zeros are at .5, .67, .80, 1.0, 1.3 and 2
times the detector radius.
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4 as the receive beam size changes by a factor of 4. The curves

go negative for large offsets due to the sidelobes of the Airy

function. The monopulse pattern stays positive longer when the

receive beam size is less than the detector size.

Although the graphs don't illustrate it, the monopulse

pattern actually goes to infinity because the sum pattern goes to

zero for some angular offsets due to the Airy disc sidelobes. If

the difference signal goes to zero before the sum signal as the

off boresight angle is measured, then the more normal looking

monopulse curves with negative second derivative result. However,

if the sum signal goes to zero first, then the normalized mono-

pulse error goes to infinity before it changes sign. The monopulse
NM

error can be greater than one because the negative contribution

of the sidelobes can cause the sum signal to be less than the

difference signal. The monopulse curves are suppressed on these

and all subsequent curves after the error changes sign. This is

done to make the plots less cluttered.

The monopulse curves do not change sign for an offset of at

least abeamwidth. Therefore, the monopulse system can be used

to track for offsets of at least 1 beamwidth.

Figure S illustrates the mixing efficiency. It is unity for

the case where the two patterns are the same size. it is inter-

esting to note that one can get an efficiency of .7 by overlapping

the sidelobe of the receive beam pattern with the LO pattern in

one case.

20
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Figure 6 illustrates the normalized signal-to-noise for the

various cases. The normalization is such that the S/N would be

one if all the receive beam energy fell on the detector and the

LO pattern exactly matched it. The highest S/N occurs for the

case of the receive beam exactly matching the LO beam. The value AM

is .84 which corresponds to the energy in the first Airy disc. AR

The efficiency can be increased by making both the LO and receive

beam patterns smaller on the detector.

Figure 7 gives the two way pattern for the same receive beam 0

sizes. These curves are normalized to unity on boresight. Notice

that the pattern with the best signal-to-noise has a sidelobe A

level of 43 dB while the one with the most linear monopulse error

curve has a sidelobe level of 26 dB. Also note that the 6 dB

beamwidth varies by 20% for different cases.
From the output of many different cases, one can make a

tabulation of the quantities which affect system performance.

The characteristics of interest are:

1. (SIN)N - The on axis normalized S/N ratio. The

maximum this can attain is 1.0 when all the receive

energy falls on the detector and it exactly matches M

the LO distribution.

2. km - The on axis normalized monopulse slope. This is

equal to the change in normalized monopulse error

I
divided by the fraction beamwidth change in offset.

22
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Fig. 7. Normalized two way pattern for beaims
de-scribed in Fig. 4.
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-4 The beamwidth, BW, is defined to be one-half the angle

between the zeroes of the receive beam pattern.

3. (eRMS)N - The normalized on axis monopulse tracking

error is defined to be

(e := BW (33)
km N

The fractional beamwidth RMS angle tracking jitter can

i be found by dividing this number by the square root of

the computed S/N assuming no mismatch loss on the

3detector.

4. (OR)3d -The angle between the 3 dB points of the

receive beam. This is the angle between the point at

which the signal in the receive beam has dropped to

one-half of its on axis value.

5. (oTW)6 B -Tho angle between the 6 dB points of the

two way beam pattern. Assuming an Airy transmit

pattern in the far field, this is the angle between

the points at which the two way pattern has fallen by

a factor of 4 from its on boresight value.

6. t, The search beamwidth. This is defined to be the

-I ngle between the points at which the two way pattern

is one quarter of the ideal value, i.e., assuming

(SIN)N is unity. This is related to how far apart the

angular beam patterns can be when one is performing on

25
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I
EHS

angle search in which a 6 dB loss is allowed at the

overlap points. Obviously, different criteria could

be used and the results would differ.

7. a(Mono)U - The angular extent of the curves on one

side of boresight for which the monopulse curves are

unambiguous.

8. e(Mono)T - The angular extent of the curves on one
side of boresight for which the monopulse curve is

the correct sign even though it may be ambiguous. If

there is an asterisk next to the number, it indicates

that even though the sign of the sum signal changed

sign within that interval, the difference signal also

changed sign in less than .08 beamwidth. Therefore,

the normalized monopulse signal is the correct sign

for most of the interval.

9. SL(dB) - The level of the first sidelobe of the two

way pattern with respect to the on boresight signal.

These quantities are listed for various LO and receive beam

sizes in Table 1.

There is one case for which several parameters are optimized.

Figure 8 and 9 depict the azimuth and elevation errors for eleva-

tion errors for elevation offsets of 0, .2, .4, .6, .8 and 1.0

BW for the case of the receive beam being two-thirds the detector

size (2Rr/D .67) and the zeros of the LO beam being four-fifths

26 W
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the detector size (2R1 /D = .80). This case has an on axis

I f(S/N)N of .82, a small tracking error of .52 and a first side-

lobe level which is down 46 dB. Note the coupling between the

azimuth and elevation curves.

There is a wide variation in the values of the parameters.

Note that the best normalized on axis tracking errors correspond

to a value of about .5. This means that with 20 dB S/N, the

angle estimate would have an RMS error of one-twentieth of a

beamwidth. A value of S/N of 28 dB is necessary to reduce the

RIlS angle error to a fiftieth of a beamwidth.

The receive beam angle can be seen to vary greatly in size

and this will be explored when large angle search is considered

later. The two way beam angular size does not vary greatly. -S

The extent of the unambiguous monopulse does v*Ty a fair

amount. There are choices of beam sizes which have te correct

sign out to two beamwidths except for a region of less than

.08 beamwidth during which both the sum and difference signals

change sign to keep the normalized error the same sign.

The sidelobe level is seen to vary by over 20 dB for various

receive beam sizes.
1-

R-0 D. Gaussian Pattern

A Gaussian pattern LO with an Airy pattern receive beam is

now considered. First a sampling of cases is present.d which

shows that the shape and characteristics are similar to those
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_of the Airy LO pattern. Then the characteristics for various

beam sizes are tabulated.

PE Figure 10 gives the monopulse patterns for the case when the

1.0 field is exp (-9/4) at the detector edge and the receive beam

is the 6 sizes previously considered (.5, .67, .8, 1.0, 1.3 and

2.0 times the detector si7e), Notice that the curve marked P2

j! which corresponds to the receive beam size being .8 times the

detector size is quite linear.

Figure 11 is the efficiency for these cases. Note that the

efficiency can be close to unity for the case where the receive

beam size is equal to the detector size. This is a consequence

of the close match which is possible between an Airy and Gaussian

function. This is illustrated in Figure 12. 1
Figure 13 gives the normalized S/N ratio for these cases.

The curve corresponding to the most linear monopulse pattern has

a value of .78. Figure 14 gives the two way pattern for this

case. The case with the linear monopulse characteristic has a

sidelobe level of 37 dB.

Figure 15 gives the azimuth error for elevation offsets up

to a beamwidth for the linear monopulse characteristic. Figure

16 gives the elevation errors for this case.

Many different cases corresponding to various LO and receive

beam sizes have been analyzed. A summary of the S/N ratio for

these cases is picture in Figure 17. The normalized signal-to-

ratio can be over .8 in the region in which the LO and receive H
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patterns match which is approximately for A equal to two-thirds

Rr . The S/N falls off for large values of Rr because much of therr

receive beam energy does not fall on the detector.

The quantities of inteiest are tabulated in Table 2 for

various LO and receive beam sizes. Note that the range of

parameters' values is similar-to that of the Airy LO.

E. Uniform LO Distribution

Next the case of a uniform LO with various receive beam

sizes is considered. The quantities of interest are tabulated

in Table 3. The normalized S/N has its peak around a receive

beam size equal to the detector size. The on axis (S/N)N can

be found exactly by integrating the term in parentheses in

Equation 19 to give

S 1.04R r2
_ j (l. 9 16D)I (34)N DZ 2 -

This and the sidelobe level are plotted versus beam size in

Figure 18.

The monoprlse error curves for the receive beam size being

.9, 1.0, 1.11 and 2.0 times the detector diameter are depicted

in Figure 19. Figure 20 shows (S/N)N for these cases and

Figure 21 has the two way patterns.

The case in which the receive beam size is 1.11 times the

detector size has reasonable (S/N)N, low tracking error and low
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sidelobe level. The off axis azimuth and elevation monopulse

curves for elevation offsets of 0, .2, .4, .6, .8 and 1.0 beam-

width are shown in Figures22 and 23, respectively. The curves

are quite good.

F. Large Angle Search

It is desirable to be able to occasionally search in angle

over areas larger than a beamwidth in a single PRI. There are

problems in spreading tne transmit beam uniformly over the areas

to be searched. We will not discuss this but will concentrate

on how the receive beam angle could be increased most efficiently.

A straightforward way of increasing the receive beam search

angle is to decrease the spot size of the receive beam on the

detector. Figure 24 is a plot of the monopulse pattern out to

4 beamwidths offset from boresight for a uniform LO distribution

and receive beams whose distance between zeroes is one-half- one-

third, one-fourth and one-fifth the detector size. One sees that

the monopulse errors can be the proper sign for many beamwidths

using this approach.

Of course, another major concern is the signal-to-noise

ratio when this strategy is followed. Figure 25 is a plot of

(S/N)N for these cases. On boresight there is very little

difference in the (S/N)N cases of the receive beam being one-half

or one-third the detector size. Also for the former case, the (S/N)N

is considerably higher off axis. The reason for this behavior
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is that when the receive beam is one-half the detector size, the

first sidelobe of the pattern is completely on the detector. The

negative contribution of this sidelobe effectively Cai: els a large

portion of the main lobe contribution. The major reason for this

is that although the power in the first sidelobe is much less than

the main beam, the detector responds to the field which differs

as the square roct of the power density. As the beam is moved

off axis. the first sidelobe falls off the detector on one side

while the second sidelobe which adds to the mainlobe contribution

moves onto the detector. This explains the peculiar behavior.

Fron Figure 25, one sees that if the receive beam is one-

third the detector size then one can get 2.5 beumwidths

coverage with a loss of about a factor of 30 in S/N from the

theoretical maximum. This increases the coverage by a factor

of 2S in solid angle. To this must be added the transmitter

pattern loss which will be at least a factor of 25 in some

places in the beam.

Although the above approach is straightforward, the detector

loss is excessive. The loss comes from the noise generated by

the LO over a large area while the receive beam falls on only a

small part of the detector. A way of reducing this loss is to

break the detector into many separate elements and build a

receiver channel for each element. Combining the output of many

elements immediately after the detector does no good and essen-
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tially brin,.,s one back to the case alre.;.:y considered. Therefore,I to gain sersitivity requires many separate receiver channe s.

If the receive bean s.,-e is comparable to the size of a

detector element, then most of the receiver loss can be eliminated.

No matter how man detector elen.ents there are, one is confronted

with the straddling loss. This loss results from the receive

beam straddling as many as 4 detectors at some receive angles.

In this case, the loss can be greater than 10 dB due to splitting

the receive energy among 4 detectors and the sidelobes falling

on the detector. Although this loss can be reduced by using

combining circuits, the complexity of this appr:a::! probably

would not be warranted. Therefore, using sepzraTp- detectors Th

order to increase the solid an.-!e search capability b,, a factor

of N,one will suffer a loss due to increasing tho size of the

transmit beam plus straddling loss. It is necefsary in thi!

case to build an N element detector and N channei receive r with

V the proper detection logic.

IV. EFFECT OF TURBULENCE

When one is considering the placement of a feature to a

small fraction of a beamwidth using the mooopulse returns, tl,- n

it is important to ccnsider the effect of turbulence on those

characteristics. Turbulence can change the average monopulse

characteristic and also produce fluctuations about the average

value.

N S3
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The effect of turbulence will first be felt in disturbing

the sidvlobe pattern of the receive beam. Since the sidelobes
43

affect the pattern greatly at larger off boresight angles, one

would expect to first notice changes in slope and angle fluctua-

tiens at these angles. The quantitative effect of turbulence on

the monopulse patterns has not been determined.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The cases of the LO distribution being uniform, Gaussian

ara Airy have been analyzed for a wide vaiiety of sizes relative

to tl:c detector. Numerical values of quantities of interest 2M

Luc-, as monopulse slope, tracking errors versus S/N, detection

los s, reei'." beam pattern, twe way pattern and sidelobe level

ha-!- beer- det rnm.-ns.-d-

iTh oDtimu, values of the different parameters are close in

va ie for t-, various LO distributions. The signal-to-noise

ratio is slightly lower ior the uniform LO distribution.

Wide angle search with a heterodyne system incurs losses

greater than 10 dn more than one would expect solely from

spreading the transmit beam even if one increases the complexityI
of the receiver by having a separate channel for each additional

detector element.
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APPENDIX A

WAVEFRONT TILT AT FOCUS

It will be shown that the wavefront tilt at focus is zero,

regardless of the incoming wave tilt, if the input aperture is

located at the focal plane of the input side of the lens and is

centered on the optic axis as depicted in Figure 26. This state- j
inent and the proof of it given here are due to W. J. Scouler.

Consider the situation in Figure 26. A tilted wavefront

Ii passes through the aperture and is focused by the lens. Consider

the central ray of the input wavefront 123. Since this wave

passes through the focal point at 1, it is collimated by the lens

and it is not tilted at focus. There are an equal number of

rays symmetric about this central ray so the central ray determines

the tilt of the wavefront at focus. Sometimes it is said that the

central ray through the lens determines the tilt at focus. This

is only true if the illumination on the lens is symmetric which

is not true in our case.
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